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Pressure Points for Pain & Pleasure

Pressure Points

What it is

A pressure point is a spot on the body that is sensitive to pressure. This can be a nerve cluster or 
sensitive areas of muscles, tendons, ligaments, blood vessels and veins

Read more : http://www.ehow.com/how-does_4566766_pressure-point-work.html

Uses

These points can be used for massage, to gain compliance, for pleasure, relaxation and of course for 
causing pain.

How to Activate them

Pressure points are activated with direct pressure, with fingers or tools.

Pleasure

There are some pressure points that can induce pleasure, from relaxation to orgasm (for some)

Temples: When massaged with a two fingers in a light circular motion this releiaves tension and can 
induce arousal. 

Center of Forehead: When pressed with firm but gentle fingers this spot can cause arousal.

Behind the Knee: When gentle pressure is placed between teh two tendons behind the knee this can 
relieve stress, induce energy and relaxation. 

Base of the Neck: Placing your fingertips on the base of neck where it meets the head and gradually 
increasing pressure for half a minute, releasing for ten seconds and repeating causes arrousal. 

http://www.Firm-Hand-Buddha.com/
http://www.ehow.com/how-does_4566766_pressure-point-work.html


Front Thigh Crease: This spot, in the rather heavy tendon where one's leg meets ones hip, can be 
stimulated by using the heel of your hand and leaning in gradually, applying pressure for up to a 
minute.  This pressure point can be triggered more dramatically by using your stiff handed fingertips to 
press firmly and jiggling the spot.  This can cause tickling, pain or orgasm, depending on the person. 

Outer Ankle: Stimulating this spot, which is between the ankle and Achilles tendon in the indent, with 
gentle circular rubbing, can release anxiety and cause euphoria.

Bottom of Foot: There is an erotic pressure point on the bottom of the feet, 1/3 of foot length below 
ball of foot.  When this point is activated with firm pressure of two or three fingers, with repeated 
pressing fatigue is alleviated and pleasure is felt.  

Wrist: An often missed pressure point, this spot is at the inner wrist in line with the pinky finger.  
Pressing with one or two fingers here for 30 seconds at a time can feel relaxing and pleasurable.

Shoulder: There is a wonderful pressure point here, in the shoulder muscles, just outward of the neck.  
Massaging can cause purrs of pleasure. 

Navel:  This spot is roughly 3/4 fingers below the belly button.  When pressed gently with the palm of 
your hand or with flat fingers, this causes arousal and wetness. When pressed during spanking or sex 
on a female body it can encourage orgasm.

 
Middle of Back:  Roughly in line with elbow level, approximately two fingers from spine is a pressure 
point that can be activated with firm pressure.  Hold for 2 minutes for arousal and to encourage orgasm

. 

Chestbone: Between the nipples in the center of chest bone, gentle rub with your thumbs to encourage 
relaxation and sexual pleasure. 

Compliance

There are some pressure points that can encourage compliance.

Kneel: To encourage your bottom to kneel, there is a pressure point on the upper forearm that can be 
pressed with your thumb.  

Stand: To encourage your bottom to stand, pressure in the dent where the jawbone connects to the skull 
(by ear) can be used by gentle pressure in an upward motion with your forefinger.



Open Mouth: To encourage your bottom to comply with an order to open their mouth there are 
pressure points just below the mouth, above the chin, in which you can press down.  

Pain:

Any of the pressure points used for compliance and pleasure can also be used for pain when stimulated 
with more force, or with more direct force. 

Some additional Pain inducing pressure points include:

Cuticles: Use a fingernail or my specially made "chisel" tool.

Between Knuckles: Use figure tip or my specially made "Nail" Tool

Inner Thigh: Use two fingers or the "Hammer" tool.

Along the back of the leg there are two points that I favour.  One is the mid thigh, one is the mid calf. 

Achilles Heel is also a wonderful pressure point that can be pinched between your thumb and 
forefinger.
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